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In thil paper we inveatigate two optimization problema for matroida with multiple object

ive functiona, namely finding the pareto 1et and the max-ordering problem which couists in 

finding a buia auch that the largeat objective value ia minimal. We prove that the. decision 

veraiona of both problema are NP-complete. A IOlution procedure for the max-ordering prob

lem ia pre1ented and a reault on the relation of the IOlution 1eta of the two problema ia given. 

The m&in reaulta are a chara.c:terization of pareto buea by a buia exchange property and 

finally a connectivity reault for proper pareto IOlutiona. 

1 Introd uction 

Let M = (&,Z) be a matroid and B the aet of basea of M. With each e E & we associate Q 

weighta w,{e) E B+· For X~ & let w,(X) = E.ex w,(e) and /{X)= (w1(X), .. . wq(X)) and 

g(X) = m&Xt=l„ .. Q w,(X). For a, b E BQ we &dopt the following notation: a S b ~ a9 S b9 for 

q = 1 ... Q and a < b ~ a S b, a :/: b. 

We consider the following problems: 

"Partially aupporied by a grant of the Deutache Fonchunp Gemeinachaft and grant ERBCHRXCT930087 of 

the European HC~M Programme 
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1. Max-Orderi.ng Matroid Optimization (MOMO) 

min{g(B)} 
BES 

(1) 

2. Multi Criteria Matroid Optimization (McMo) 

"min" {/(B)} 
BES 

(2) 

The seta of IOlutiona of (1) &nd (2) are denoted by BJ10 &nd S,.r respectively. BE s,.r if there 

is no B' E B such that /(B') < /(B), i.e. "min" ia understood in the sense of paret<>-optimality. 

In McMO we will aay that baai.s B tlomiAGtea baai.s B' if /(B) < f(B'). 

The baaic notiona of Matroid Theory u.sed ca.n be found in [10]. For the foundations of Multicriteria 

Optimization we refer to [12]. 

Theorem 1 Tlae tleciaion pro6lem1 for MOMO antl MCMO are NP-complete. 

The result for MOMO wu atated without proof in [13]. For McMo [11] givea a reference to [2]. 

The theorem i.s ahown for the apecial cue of apann4ig tree problema in [3]. We will prove the 

general result of Theorem 1 by meana of Prop<>11ition 1, which ahowa that MOMO a.nd McMo 

are NP-complete even for the apecial cue of uniform matroids Um,n, where n = IEI a.nd m is 

the cardinality of the b&ae11 of Um,n· We will now define the three claasea of matroids which will 

appear in thia paper in terma of their buea, aee al.ao [10]. 

Definition 1 1. Ä niform matroi4 Um,n u tlefinetl 6r E = {ei. ... en} antl B = {B ~ EllBI = 
m}. 

e. A partition matroic u cefi•ec 6r E = { ei. ... en} = urzi Ei, wlaere Ei are pairwiae disjoint, 

nonemptr, .,.J B = {B = {/11/t e &1 1 i = 1, ... r}}. 

3. A graplaic matroill M(G) of • gnspla G = (V, E) ia tlefined 6r E = E(G) and B = {B c 

E(G)IB definea a apan•ing tree of G}. 

Proposition 1 MOMO antl MCMO are NP-complete for M = Um,n. 
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Proof: 

The proof is by reduction of PARTITION to McMo and MoMo reapectively. We consider the 

following version of PARTITION: Given a set A, IAI = n with weights w(a) Va E A such that 

LaeA w(a) = 2W. Then the decision poblem: "Ia there a subset B of A, IBI = m, 1 < m < n 

such that LaeB w( a) = W?" ia NP-complete. This is easily seen since solving this problem for 

m = 2, ... n - 1 would solve PARTITION [5]. 

We will now construct an instance of MOMO and MCMO with weights (wl(e), w~(e)) for Um,n such 

that B solvea PARTITION if and only if /(B) $ (W + müi, W + m tii) if and only if g(B) $ W + müi 

where üi > maxaeA w(a). 

Let E = A and define wl(a) = üi + 2!' - w(a) and ~(a) = üi + w(a). For any basis B of Um,n 

obviously /(B) S (müi + W, müi + W) if and only if g(B) S müi + W. 

Now suppose B is a solution for these decision problems. Then 

wHB) S W +müi 

~ müi+2W- LaeB w(a) S W +mw 

~ LaeB w(a) ~ W 

w~(B) S W + müi 

~ LaeB w(a) < W 

Therefore B solvea PARTITION. Conversely any solution of PARTITION providea a yes-instance for 

the MOMO and MCMO instance. 

0 

The reat of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the max-ordering problem. 

A general reault and a theorem for the case of uniform matroids are proved. Section 3 and 4 are 

concerned with the multi-criteria problem. In Section 3 we will introduce the concept of basis 

exchanges and use it to characterize pareto basee. In Section 4 the basi.&- and paretograph are 

inttoduced and a result on the connectivity of a subgraph of the paretograph is given. 
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2 Max-ordering Matroid Optimization 

· For >. E [O, l]Q such that E~=l >., = 1 let w(>., e) = E~=l >.,w,(e) and for X ~ C define 

h(X) = Lw(.\, e) (3) 
•EX 

Then minses h(B) is a one criterion matroid basia problem which can be solved by the greedy 

algorithm. The following reeults have first been proved in [8] for the case of graphic matroids, 

where Bis the set of spanning treee of a given connected graph G. 

Lemma 1 h(B) ~ g(B) VB E B 

Proof: 

0 

that h(B1) ~ h(B2) ~ „ . ~ h(BK) ~ h(B) for all BE B\{B1, „.BK}· 

Theorem 2 Let K be th.e amiJlleat indez 1t1ch. th.at lllinc:1, ... K-dg(Bi)} ~ h(BK) th.en 

B• E argmin{g(Bi)lk = 1, .. . K - 1} ia an optimal 10/ution o/MOMO. 

Proof: 

0 

There are examplee showing that even for K = IBI h(BK) < minau g(B) is possible. The choice 

of .\ is crucial for the performance of the ranking approach. Heuristica for its choice are proposed 

in [8]. An algorithm for MOMO for the special case of spanning treea was also given in that paper. 

We will now outline how to solve MOMO for uniform matroids. Based on the binary search-tree 

procedure of [7] for ranking problems it is suflicient to give an algorithm to find a second best 

solution B under the restriction that some set I C t is contained in B and some other set 0 C C 

disjoint from I has no element in common with B, where I and 0 are given subsets of C. 
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Theorem 3 Let B• aolve min{h(B)IB E 8, I c B, BnO = 0}. Then i/ e•, r are chosen such that 

h(r) = min{h(f)I/ E E\(B•uo)} and h(e•) = max{h(e)le E B•\I} it holds that B•\{e•}u{/•} 

is a second best basia for objective /unction h. 

Proof: 

Let B be a basis, I C B, 0 n B = 0. Then h(B•) ~ h(B). Now 81 := B \ B• ~ E \ (B• U 0) and 

82 := B• \B ~ B• \I. Furthermore h(B) = h(B•)+ Eiesi h(/)- E.e,~ h(e). Since B• contains 

I and the m - III smallest elements of E \ 0 and due to the choice of e• and r it follows that 

h(f) - h(e) ~ h(r) - h(e•) ~ 0 for all/ E E \ (B• U 0) and e E B• \ I. Hence we conclude that 

choosing 81 = {!•}, 82 = {e•} B = B• U 81 \ S2 is a second best solution. 

0 

By Theorem 3 a second best solution can be found in 0( m + n) time. Thus for a gi_ven K the 

complexity of finding the K-best solutions for Um,n is O(min(n log(n), nm) + (K - l)(m + n)), 

using the bound of [8] for general matroids. Indeed this bound is much better than the general 

bound. 

The next section is concerned with the problem MCMO. MOMO and MCMO are related in the 

sense that there is at least one basis B such that B is optimal for both problems. To see this note 

that for any basis BE BMo not dominated by some other B' E BMo BE B„0 „ holds. In fact this 

property holde for general multi objective problema. 

3 Multi Criteria Matroid Optimization 

Let B, B' E 8 such that B\B' = {e1, ... en} and B'\B = {/i, ... /n}· 

Definition 2 1. r(B, B') := [{e1, ... en}, {/i, ... /n}] ia callei B - B'-exchange and 

B' = B[r] = B\{e1 1 ••• en} U {/i, ... /n}. 

~. The weight of T ia defined aa w(r(B, B')) := ~=1(w(e,) - w(!,)). 
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9. CotTeapontlinglr r' := r(B', B) = ({/1 1 ••• /n}, {e1, ... en}] ia the B' -B-exchange. Its weight 

ia w(r') = -w(r). 

,/. Two baaea B anti B' are calletl neighboura itf B \ B' = {e},B' \ B = {/}1, 1.e. B' = 
B\{e} U {/}. 

5. Let BEB, {e1, ... en} ~ B anti {/1 1 ••• /n} C C auch that {e1, ... en} n {/i, ... /n} = 0. If 

r = [{e1, ... en}, {/1, ... /n}] anti B[r] ia a baaia, r ia calletl a basis-exchange w.r.t B. 

Now if B, B' E Band r = [{e1 1 ••• en}, {/1 1 ••• /n}] ia the B - B'-exchange then 

n n 

w(B') = L w(e) - L w(ei) + L w(/i) = w(B) - w(r) (4) 
•EB i=l i=l 

Therefore 

Lemma 2 J. w(r(B, B')) > 0 ~ B' dominatea B. 

f. w(r(B, B')) < 0 ~ B tlominatea B'. 

9. w(r(B, B')) = 0 ~ f(B) = f(B'). 

AB a corollary we state 

Corollary 1 Let B, B' E B,f(B) #; f(B'). Then B anti B' tlo not dominate each other i/ and 

onlr1ifw(r(B,B'))"l.0 anti w(r(B,B') ~ 0. 

Definition 3 1. A baaia exchange r auch that w(r) haa poaitive anti negative components is 

calletl plu.s-minua exchange or pme. 

f. A pme r w.r.t aome baaia B auch that there ia no pme r' w.r.t. B with w(r) < w(r') is an 

efficient buia exchange. 

Proposition 2 J/ B, B' E B„.„ then r(B, B') aa weil aa r(B', B) are efficient w.r.t B and B' 

respectivelr or f(B) = f(B'). 
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Proof: 

Suppose f(B) =F f(B'). By Corollary 1 r(B, B') and r(B', B) are pme'a. Assume the existence of a 

pme r w.r.t Bauch that w(r) > w(r). Then by (4) w(B[r]) = w(B)-w(r) < w(B)-w(r) = w(B'), 

contradicting B' E Bpor· Analogoualy it is aeen that r(B',B) is efficient w.r.t B'. 

0 

The converse of Proposition 2 ia given in Proposition 3. 

Proposition 3 J/ BE B,.r and T is an efficient erchange w.r.t B then B[r] E Bpar· 

Proof: 

AB T is a pme w.r.t B B[r] is not dominated by B due to Corollary 1. Now auppose it exists 

B• E Bpar such that /(B*) < f(B[r]) and conaider T' = r(B, B•) and r• = r(B[r], B•) (see 

Figure 1). 

Figure 1 here 

By Lemma 2 w(r*) > 0. Therefore w(r') = w(r) + w(r•) > w(r). By Proposition 2 T' is an 

efficient baais exchange w.r.t. B, in particular T' ia a pme. These facts contradict the choice of T. 

0 

Proposition 4 is a baaia-exchange property which is an extenaion of a theorem by Brualdi, [1]. The 

proof is omitted aince it is a matter of matroid theory and not directly related to the topic of this 

paper, although Proposition 4 is often referred to in the aequel. 

Proposition 4 Let B, B' E B and B \ B' = {e1, ... en}, B' \ B = {/1, ... /n}· Then there is a 

pennutation 11' o/ {l, ... n} such that 

• Bo := B, Bi= Bi-1 \ {ei} U {/„(i>} i = 1, ... n - 1 and Bn = B' are bases. 
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• B' \ {/1r(i)} U {ei} ore 6a.tea for i = 1, ... n. 

• B \ {ei} U {/1r(i)} ore 6uea for i = 1, „ .n. 

If B, B' are 88 in Propoeition 4 we have that r(B, B') = [{e1 1 „ .en}, {/i, „ ./n}] and fori = 1. „ n 

we define Ti= [{ei}, {/1r(i)}]. 

Proposition 5 Let B, B' 6e GI in Proposition~ and let J ~ {1, ... n}. Define T' := [{eili E J}, 

{/1r(i)li E J}] and T
11 := [{/1r(i)li E J}, {eili E J}]. Then B[T'] and B'[T'1 are 6ases. Furthermore 

i/ B, B' E Bpor and w( r') ':/: 0 then 6oth T 1 and T'' are pme 's. 

Proof: 

The firat part follow1 immediately from the properties given in Proposition 4. For the second 

assume the contrary. Then either w(T') > 0 or w(T'') = -w(T') > O. Hence either B[r1 would 

dominate B or B'[T''] would dominate B'. 

D 

4 Connectivity of B and Bpar 

Definition 4 1. For 1 matroicl .M the 6asisgraph B(.M) ia definecl br its edge and node sets. 

V(B(.M)) = B 

E(B(.M)) = {[B, B']IB, B' e B are "eighbo"rs} 

f. The paretograph 1'8(.M) is defined br 

V('PB(.M)) = Bpar 

E('PB(.M)) = {[B, B']IB, B' e Bpar are neiglabours} 

Therefore the paretograph i.s the subgraph of the b88i.sgaph induced by Bpor. Immediate con

sequence of Proposition 4 i.a that B( .M) i.a connected. Furthermore the sequence B 0 , ••• Bn defines 

a shortest path (i.e. a path with 88 few edges 88 possible) from B to B' in B(.M). 
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Example 1 Conaider the partition matroid on E = {1, ... 6} defined by the partition of E in 

Ei = {1, 5, 6}, E2 = {3}, Es= {2, 4} rifld weighta 111 in Table 1. 

Table 1: Weighta in Ezample 1 

e 1 e 3 4 5 6 

w(e) {1,5} {1,4} (1,1} (3,1} {4,1} (e,e) 

Figure e 1how1 B(M) and 'PB(M) whert 'PB(M) con1i1t1 of the bold face edgea and the nodes 

incident to theae edgea. 

Figure 2 here 

The example shows that for A, B E Bp•r no shortest patha from A to B in B(M) need be contained 

in 'PB(M). 

Now we will once again focus on combined weights. 

Lemma 3 Let Al, .. . Aq e {O, 1), E~=l At = 1. Then for B· e argmin {h(B)IB e B} it holds 

that B• e B,.r, whert h ia defined in (3 ). 

This result ia weil known, aee [6]. Basee which are optimal solutiona for minsu h(B) are called 

proper pareto 6aaea. Furthermore it is known that all proper pareto bases lie on the boundary of 

conv{f(B)IB e B}. The part of the boundary of conv{f(B)IB e B} which is the pareto set in the 

linear relaxation of McMo is often referred to as efficient frontier. Proper pareto bases thus are 

the elementa of Bp•r which lie on the efficient frontier. 

From now on we will assume Q = 2 and that all pareto bases have different objective values. Let 

B1, .. . BK be all proper pareto bases ordered according to increasing w1(B). Then due to convexity 

the slopes ofthe line segments between /{Bi) and /{Bi+t) are negative for all i = 1, . . . K -1 and 

the sequence of slopes is non-decreasing. 
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Considering Example 1inobjective1pace, we see that all pa.reto baaee are proper, see Figure 3. 

Figure 3 here 

Definition 6 For A e B let 

Then if A e B,.„ we have that B,.„ \ { A} ~ B1 U BÄ. 

E.g. in Example 1 B{2,a,e} = {{2, 3, 5}, {3, 4, 6}, {3, 4, 5}}. 

The next result provee the connectivity of proper pareto baaee in & combinatori&l fashion. The res-

ult also follow1 from a connectivity reault for buic solutions in multicriteria Linear Programming, 

see e.g. [9] or [12]. 

Propoaiiion 6 Let A 6e • 1roper pardo 6uu ar&tl B' e B'A, ar&tl B
11 e ß1 auch that 

w2(r(A, B')) . w2(r(A,B)) 
(5) 

w1(r(A, B')) = mm 
au:; w1 ( r(A, B)) 

-w2(r(A, B
11

)) 

= 
min -w2(r(A, B)) 

(6) 
w1(r{A,B")) ~ES! w1(r(A, B)) 

and i/ the miraim•m u aot ni9.e „cA tAat IA\BI u minimal among all minimizer• of (5) or (6). 

Then B' aatl B" are pf'01er 1areto kaea ani aeigUo.r• of A. 

Proof: 

First note that if A ÜI not one of the two lexicographic&l optimal bue. B1; optimal for the aequence 

(/1,/2) of objective functions, or B2, optimal for {/2, /1) we have that B1 e B1 and B2 E BA. 

Hence both seil a.re nonempty. If A = B1 BA ia nonempty, if A = B2 ß1 i.s nonempty and only 

B' reapectively B
11 

are defined. 

We prove the reault for B'. For B
11 

1imilar arguments hold. 
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To show that B' ia a proper pareto baaie we have to find~ e (0, 1) auch that B' minimizes 

Aw1(B) + (l - A)w2(B). Therefore we aet ~ = vii(A)-=:«:)i::(iJ1l-vi,(B•)· By choice of B' it ·fol

lows that ~ e (0, 1). Now auppoee that for some Be BÄ we have that 

(w,(B') - w2(A)) w1(B') + (w1(A) - w1(B')) w2(B') 

< 

(i.e. B' does not minimize h(B) for the given ~) then eaay calculations show that 

contradicting the choice of B' . 

Now if IA\B'I = n > 1 we ca.n apply the baaia exchange property and find T1, ••• Tn accordingly. 

Let T
1 be the baaia exchange w.r.t. A consiating of the elements of T11 ••• Tn-1· Considering all 

possible locations of w(A[T']) in objective space we always derive contradictions (see Figure 4) . 

We first state that 

and that for all B e BÄ due to the choice of B' 

For all B e B1 the choice of B
11 

impliee 

(7) 

Notice that it cannot hold that =~~;;~ = •1 or that =~~;;~ = •u since A[T'] would then contradict 

the choice of B' or B
11

• Thia fact ia used in the following arguments to derive the strict inequalities 

W3(r
1
} > Bj and W3~T":~ < B 
~ tu1T' " 
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By Proposition 5 we can diatinguiah two cues: 

Case 1: A(r'] E 81 ~ A(Tn] E BA,. 

So ::~;~1~;:11~~ = ::~;;~ < •u ~ •r and w2(T') < •1w1(T'). Thia and (7) imply •1w1(Tn) < w2(Tn) 

and hence •r > :!~;:~. Contradiction. 

Case 2: A[r'] e BA. Bere we have two p088ibilities, becauae A[Tn] may be either in BÄ or in B1. 
First let A[Tn] E BÄ. From ::~;;~ > •r we have w2(T') < •1w1(T'). So (7) again implies •1w1(Tn) < 

w2(Tn) and hence •r > :!~;:~· Contradiction. Otherwise A[Tn) E ß1. AB for A[Tn) E 8Ä_ : 

w2(T') < •1w1(T'). In thia caae (7) implies •1w1(rn) < W2(Tn) and •u ~ •r < ::~;:~. since w1(rn) > 

0. Contradiction. 

These contradictiona imply that n = 1 and that B' ia a neighbour of A. For the case that A = Bi 

the caaes A[r'] E ß1 and A[r'] E B;., A[Tn] E ß1 can be dropped. The remaining case is as above 

and completes the proof. 

D 

Figure 4 here 

Proposition 6 implies the connectivity of proper pareto 10lutiona. We will show thia also for the 

case of alternative 10lutiona, i.e. pareto baaee having the same objective value. 

Theorem 4 T/&e aet of proper pareto 6a1es i1 connected. 

Proof: 

In caae all proper pareto 10lutiona have different weights the theorem follows directly from Prcr 

p06ition 6. 

In the general caae we first prove that the sets of lexicographically optimal solutions are connec~.ed. 

Let Bi = argminBe1,{/1(B)} and B; = argminBes{'2(B)}. Then Bi,2 := argminBes~{'2(B)} 
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and 82,1 := argmin.Bea; {/1 (B)} are the sets of lexicographically optimal solutions for (/1, '2) and 

('2, fi) respectively. 

We show that Bi,2 ia connected. For 82,1 analoguoua arguments hold. Let B, B' E Bi,2• For 

r(B, B') we can define r1, ... rn according to Proposition 4. lt follows that B[ri] E ~ UBij U Bi,2 

for i = 1, ... n (otherwiae B[ri] or B'[{/„(i>}, {ei}] would dominate Band B'). But ~ = 0. Now 

suppose B[r,] e Bä for some i. Because w(r(B, B')) = 0 this would imply that B[r'] e ~, where 

r' = [{eJlj 1: i}, {/„u>lj 1: i}]. Hence we conclude B[r,] e Bi,2 • By Proposition 4 we conclude 

that Bi E Bi,2 i = 1, ... n, where B, are defined u in Proposition 4. This implies connectivity 

of Bi,2 • 

Now let A be a proper pareto basia, A ~ Bi,2 U 82,1• Proposition 6 can be applied iteratively to 

find proper pareto neighboun of A until bases in Bi,2 and 82,1 are found. In such a way paths in 

PB(M) between A and these connected subgraphs of PB(M) are constructed. 

D 

Furthermore we note that in the case that all proper pareto solutions have different weights it 

follows that the cardinality of the set of proper pareto solutiona ia bounded by O(IEl2). To see 

this consider again the sequence Bl, ... BK of all proper pareto bases as mentioned after Lemma 3. 

By Propositin 6 B, and Bi+l are neighboun for i = 1, .. . K - 1. Thus they differ in one element. 

But there are not more than O(IEl2) pain of elementa to define the non-decreasing sequence of 

slopes of line segmenta between /( B,) and /( Bi+l ). 

Unfortunately connectivity of proper pareto solutiona ia all that can be proved for pareto solutions. 

The paretograph PB(M) in general is not connected. A counterexample is given in [4]. We will 

conclude the paper with an example illustrating Theorem 4. 

Example 2 We conaider tlae groplaic matroid of tlae gropla G o/ Figvre 5 with edge weight.s a.s 

given in Table f. 

Fig11.re 5 here 
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Table t: Weighta in E%ample e 

e {1,t} {1,-1} [t,9} [t,5} {3,-1] {-1,5} 

(-1,6) 

M(G) haa -1 pareto 6ue• (aee Table 3), the paretograph ia ahown in Figure 6. 

All pareto 6aae1 are proper pareto 6a1e•. The e%ample 1how1 that 1et1 of baaea having the aame 

objective tJalue are not connected in general, a• can be 1een 6r baaea e and 9. 

Figure 6 here 
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Figure 2: lliustration of Example 1 
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Figure 3: Example 1 in objective apace 
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Figure 5: Graph for Example 2 
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Figure 6: Pareto graph for Example 2 
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